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Arrive Tuesday 20th June ; relax and unwind

Day 1; Wednesday
AM Class :
We open our heart ANAHATA Chakara
Using lotus mudra a sign of purity

13 heart opening stretches to make you feel positively
blissful by working on our heart chakra, these postures will
be revisited within our acro, yin and flow throughout the
week to work even deeper within.
PM class:
Heart opening yin
using ANAHATA mantra YAM ; YAAAAAAM
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“There is a blessing hidden in every trial in life, but you have
to be willing to open your heat to see them”
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Day 2: Thursday
Am class
Heart opening Iyengar yoga ; using props
“Open your heart to LOVE, truly let go of fear of what could
fail, believe that this is YOUR time. Love freely and know that
good things are round the corner”
PM class
Pranayama and meditation
“Breathing and thinking are the two most important
processes, one for sustaining life and the other for giving it a
purpose” (Tasneem Hameed)
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Day 3; Friday
Am class
Heart opening Vinyasa flow
Pm
Reiki treatment
Using mantra/vibration ; OM shanti shanti
shanti
Sound of the universe
Peace
“Every cell in my body vibrates with energy and health.
Loving myself heals my life. I nourish my mind, body and soul.
My body heals quickly and easily”
“The touch of reiki: dissipates Anger, soothes away worries,
evokes a heart-felt sense of gratitude, inspires us to be and
do our very best, engenders a state of loving kindness…..”
(James Deacon)
Today’s significant gift; Eye mask
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Day 4 Saturday : Chakra cleansing hatha

Light heart opening acro yoga
Instinct, Emotions, Energy, Love, Truth, Intuition, Connection
“Today and every day I choose healing for my heart, mind,
body and spirit”
Today’s related gift : chakara cleansing bracelet and throat chakara themed dvd directed
and led by your instructor Becky, also our tigers eye works in partnership with the solar
plexus Chakara
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Day 5; Sunday
Am
Seated Balancing postures to balance the body and mind
Pm
Standing balancing postures to leave the retreat feeling
grounded
“Life is about balance. Be kind, but don’t let people abuse
you, Trust but don’t be deceived, Be content, but never stop
improving yourself.”

TODAYS SIGNIFICANT GIFT: TIGERS EYE; HARMONY,
BALANCE, RELEASE FEAR OF ANXIETY, MAKING
DECISIONS, UNDERSTANDING.

